WHAT WE DO
Strengthen your Security
Command Centers
By no fault of their own,
Security Guards managing
multiple screens at
command centers often go
“Monitor Blind” after looking
at so many monitors. OWAL’s
AI Alerts eliminates this by
providing real time alerts to
that particular screen.

Offer rich features that
address real issues
OWAL uses real-time alerts to
instantly identify the problems
like smoking indoors, littering,
loitering, urinating in stairwells,
and other activities. We also
offer Face Recognition to help
you identify and stop people
from entering unauthorized
areas.

Modernize without
breaking your budget
OWAL is a SaaS company, we
aren’t focused on selling
hardware. In most cases we can
repurpose your existing system,
eliminating the need for
expensive upgrades. Our
cutting edge technology &
features can be deployed down
to an individual camera. Scale
at you pace.

Provide Actionable
Insights
OWAL constantly gathers visual
data to give you actionable
insights. Beside strengthening
your security strategy, our
service can be used to
understand how the traffic flows
or simply to understand activity
throughout your property.

MODERN BUILDINGS DESERVE
MORE THAN JUST INCREMENTALLY
BETTER SURVEILLANCE
As the modern workforce changes and evolves, OWAL adds a layer
of intelligence to help buildings adapt and become more flexible,
catering to clientele with increasingly complex needs.
OWAL transforms passive surveillance systems into proactive tools
that help not only stop crime in real-time, but also discover issues
that affect the overall quality of life for people in your buildings.
OWAL even lets you share that data with your building community,
allowing them to pinpoint the best times for the essentials; grab a
bite, use gym facilities, common area availability, and even when to
avoid that pesky overcrowded elevator.
With OWAL, property managers turn real-time activities into
experiential insights, allowing property stakeholders to take
immediate action and give residents the experience they seek.

LEARN MORE
To learn more about OWAL’s services or
partnerships please contact us at:
info@owal.io
646 535 9235

REIMAGINING
PRESENCE
OWAL’s AI Surveillance solutions gives Security Personnel,
Property Managers and even the building’s Marketing
Professionals the ability to improve the security and
usefulness of a residential or commercial building. Our SaaS
solution works integrates with almost any surveillance
cameras system, including analog. OWAL’s software
instantly identifies unwanted actions or behaviors, then
sends a video alert to management, so you can see the
incident and take action.
OWAL’s scalable and affordable solution succeeds where
others fail. Unlike other companies, we offer a simple
turnkey solution that doesn’t require large setup fees or
annual contracts. Pricing is based on a per camera, per
feature, per month fee structure.
OWAL is revolutionizing surveillance. We welcome the
opportunity to show you how we can instantly improve
your security strategy.
AI SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION FOR RESIDENTIAL
& COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
OWAL makes it easy for you to stay in touch with
your property. Alerts come to any device which
allows you to view the incident in real time. Our
intuitive management console and app provide you
with easy setup, tracking and analytics tools.

REAL TIME ALERTS & INSIGHTS THAT IMPROVE
HOW YOU MANAGE YOUR SPACE
Feature rich alerts, Cloud Storage and Out-of-Box Analytics
will allow you to gather the needed insights to address the
diverse needs of any property. Internal departments such
as Operations, Security, Legal, Marketing, and Business
Development can benefit from OWAL’s service.
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